Eye Position Specificity of Saccadic Adaptation
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PURPOSE. The accuracy of saccadic eye movements is maintained throughout life by adaptive mechanisms. With the double-step target paradigm, eight human subjects were investigated to determine whether saccadic adaptation depends only on the eye-displacement vector, or also on eye position as a context cue when two saccades of identical vector are adapted simultaneously.

METHODS. First, bidirectional adaptations (BDAs) of horizontal saccades of the same vector were induced in a single training phase. Each direction of adaptation in BDAs (backward and forward) was linked to one vertical eye position (e.g., forward adaptation performed with the eyes directed 12.5° upward and backward adaptation with the eyes 25° downward) and alternated from trial to trial. Second, unidirectional adaptations (UDAs) were tested in two control conditions in which training trials of a single direction (backward or forward) were presented at both 12.5° and −25° eye elevations.

RESULTS. Opposite changes in saccade amplitude could develop simultaneously in BDA, indicating that saccadic adaptation depends on orbital eye position. Comparing these data with the control conditions further indicated that eye position specificity was complete for backward, but not for forward, adaptation.

CONCLUSIONS. The results indicate that saccadic adaptation mechanisms use vectorial eye displacement signals, but can also take eye position signals into account as a contextual cue when the training involves conflicting saccade amplitude changes. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2004;45:123–130) DOI: 10.1167/iovs.03-0570

Saccades are fast eye movements that allow accurate foveation of selected objects. The saccadic system includes adaptive mechanisms that maintain saccade accuracy throughout life. Saccadic adaptation can be experimentally induced by applying the double-step target paradigm pioneered by McLaughlin in which the target is systematically displaced during the saccadic response, eliciting a post-saccadic visual error without any conscious perception of target displacement (saccadic suppression phenomenon). Applying systematically backward or forward (relative to the initial target step) intrasaccadic target displacement over successive trials leads to a progressive reduction or increase of saccade amplitude and hence to a gradual reduction of the post-saccadic visual error.

We now describe two main properties of saccadic adaptation that studies using this double-step paradigm have revealed.

On the one hand, it was found that saccadic adaptation in humans2–5 as well as in monkeys6–8 is specific to the amplitude and the direction of the trained saccade. Indeed when a given saccade is adapted, all saccades of the same amplitude and direction (i.e., same vector)—regardless of their starting orbital position—show a similar adaptive modification. Conversely, saccades of a different displacement vector demonstrate less or no change.

On the other hand, more recent studies began to provide evidence that adaptation depends not only on the saccade vector but also on various contexts (see the Discussion section). One of these contexts, orbital eye position, is particularly interesting, because in everyday life our eyes saccade from constantly changing orbital positions. Shelhamer and Cledaniel9 investigated whether eye position can serve as a contextual cue for saccadic adaptation. In their study, two different types of adaptation (forward and backward) were elicited concurrently in a single session and associated with different eye positions. Their results suggested that both horizontal and vertical eye positions could provide a context for the adaptation of horizontal saccades allowing the saccadic system to switch between a state of increased saccade amplitude for one eye position and a state of decreased amplitude for another eye position. However, this study9 had the following limitations: (1) the number of tested subjects (four) is rather small when one considers the well-known intersubject variability in saccadic adaptation, (2) the efficacy of context-specific adaptations was evaluated in only one of the four subjects and, in addition, this evaluation was performed in a control experiment that only indirectly tested possible interferences between the increased and the decreased adaptations, and (3) the two different types of adaptations were not presented randomly in interleaved trials but in alternating blocks of 20 identical trials.

The present work, performed in parallel with the previous study9 with the same objective, contains several original points allowing us to circumvent the limitations of the prior study. In eight subjects we elicited both backward and forward adaptations of horizontal saccades in a single training session, each direction being related to a different eye elevation (either 12.5° up or 25° down) and alternating randomly from one trial to the next. In addition, we compared this bidirectional adaptation (BDA) condition with two unidirectional adaptation (UDA) conditions (control conditions), in which backward or forward intrasaccadic steps were identical, with the eyes looking up and down. Some of the results have been submitted for publication in abstract form.10

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

Eight voluntary subjects (five women, three men; age range, 19–42 years) took part in this study. Two subjects used their normal correction lenses during all experiments. Five subjects were aware of the global purpose of the study whereas the other three were totally naive. This work complied with the Declaration of Helsinki.
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Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is shown in schematic form in Figure 1. The subject sat in front of a concave spherical target board so that the center (intersection point of the two dashed lines) was on the subject’s cyclopean eye. The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 1. The position of FP and the associated direction of step 2 were randomized from trial to trial.

The horizontal component of the eye movement recording and on-line signal processing (see Figs. 2A, 2C). Each test session, therefore, contained four different types of stimulations (one per meridian) repeated randomly 10 times. Each test session, therefore, contained four different types of stimulations (one per meridian) repeated randomly 10 times.

Eye Movement Recording and On-line Signal Processing

Horizontal and vertical eye movements were measured by means of an infrared system (Eye-link; SMI, Berlin, Germany). Immediately before the start of the session in each experimental condition, a calibration was performed using a rectangular array of nine targets that contained the zone of the oculomotor field explored during the recording sessions. Target (LED) presentation and data collection were controlled by a computer program (DataWave, Longmont, CO). Horizontal and vertical positions of each eye were displayed and recorded on disc for offline analysis (sampling rate 500 Hz). To detect saccades on-line, a signal of angular position of the left eye was processed by an electronic circuit (low-pass filtering, differentiation, and comparison with an adjustable threshold). The output of this circuit was used by the computer to trigger the intrasaccadic target displacement during the adaptation sessions and to switch the target off in the pre- and posttest sessions.

Off-line Data Analysis

Extraction of Parameters. The horizontal component of movements of the left eye was analyzed offline. After filtering (finite
induction responses of subject F who was submitted to two different two-way repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA), the first testing the effectiveness of the BDA protocol to induce oppositely directed amplitude changes, and the second comparing separately for forward and backward adaptations the efficacy of the BDA and the UDA protocols. A third two-way, repeated-measures ANOVA was applied to the absolute difference between the pre- and posttest mean amplitudes of saccades obtained in UDA conditions to compare the efficacy of UDBA versus UDFA. The significance level for all ANOVAs was set at $P < 0.05$, and Fisher least-significant difference (LSD) tests were used for post hoc comparisons.

**Adaptation Time Course.** When evaluating the temporal development of adaptation, we found that the shape of the relationship between saccade amplitude and number of trials varied between subjects, but often no clear asymptotic level was detected. Therefore, an exponential fitting of the adaptation time course was not adequate for our data, and a linear regression method was used instead. This analysis revealed that in five subjects, the slope of the relationship was significant ($P < 0.05$) in all three conditions (BDA, UDBA, UDFA). In these subjects, the absolute slope values were submitted to a two-way, repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors adaptation type and adaptation direction.

**RESULTS**

**Adaptation Level**

**BDA Condition. General Features.** Figure 2 illustrates representative saccadic responses of subject F who was submitted, during a single training session, to backward adaptation trials in which his eyes were directed upward (meridian 1), interleaved with forward adaptation trials in which his eyes were directed downward (meridian 4).

**Backward Adaptation.** Before adaptation (pretest), the subject performed primary saccades landing very close to T1. At the start of the adaptation session (first block of trials), the introduction of step 2 led the subject to overshoot T2 and to produce a corrective saccade redirecting the eyes back to T2. Toward the end of the adaptation session (last block of trials), however, both saccades decreased, and notably the primary saccade now landed closer to T2. After adaptation (posttest), the saccade amplitude was smaller than before adaptation.

**Forward Adaptation.** The introduction of step 2 at the beginning of adaptation caused the primary saccade, in this case, to undershoot the target, requiring the execution of two forward corrective saccades. By the end of adaptation, the primary saccade was larger and was followed only by one...
corrective saccade. In the posttest session, the saccade amplitude was larger than before adaptation.

These individual responses suggest that the posttest saccadic amplitude was reduced relative to the pretest for the backward adaptation and was increased for the forward adaptation, when opposite-direction adaptation trials were interleaved randomly during a single BDA session.

**Statistical Analysis of Adaptation Level.** As can be seen in Figure 3A, the changes of saccade amplitude between the posttest and the pretest were consistent with the direction of step 2, except for subjects A (backward) and E (forward). Backward adaptation seemed stronger than forward adaptation for all subjects but subject B. Indeed, saccade amplitude was reduced on average by 9.6% ± 6.9% after backward adaptation, whereas it increased by 4.6% ± 4.6% after forward adaptation. The two-way ANOVA (adaptation direction × type of test session) applied to the mean amplitude of saccades recorded in the test sessions showed a significant difference between backward adaptation and forward adaptation (P < 0.01), but no significant difference between the two types of test (pretest and posttest) sessions (P = 0.2). The independent-factor vertical eye position had no significant effect (P = 0.6). However, a significant interaction (adaptation direction × type of test session) was found (P < 0.001). Posthoc tests showed that the only nonsignificant (P = 0.2) difference in mean amplitude was between the two pretests. In conclusion, BDA induced simultaneously in the same session led to saccade amplitude modifications in the direction specified by step 2. This was valid, irrespective of the meridian (1 or 4) along which backward or forward adaptation was induced.

**BDA Versus UDA.** To find out whether BDAs were as effective as control adaptations (UDAs), we compared these two situations separately for backward and forward adaptations. Figure 3C shows that backward adaptations induced similar saccade amplitude changes in the BDA and UDA conditions (mean amplitude change of approximately −12%). In contrast, the forward adaptation (Fig. 3D) was more effective in the UDA condition (mean amplitude change: 13% ± 5.6%) than in the BDA condition (mean amplitude change: 4.6% ± 4.6%), except for subjects B and D who showed equivalent forward adaptations in the two conditions.

These results were confirmed by the two-way ANOVAs (adaptation condition × type of test session) which were applied separately for backward and forward adaptations. For backward adaptation, there was a significant difference between the two types of test sessions (P < 0.01) but not between the two types of adaptations (P = 0.2) and no interaction (P = 0.8). For forward adaptation, there was a significant difference between the two types of test sessions (P < 0.01) but not between the two types of forward adaptations (P = 0.1) and a significant interaction (P < 0.01). Post hoc tests showed that the only nonsignificant (P = 0.4) difference of mean amplitude was between the two pretests. Finally, for both backward and forward adaptations, the vertical eye position included as an independent factor in the ANOVA had no significant effect (P = 0.3 and P = 0.5, respectively). This suggests that the pattern of results was valid, irrespective of the meridian along which subjects actually experienced backward or forward adaptation in the BDA condition.

We also compared backward and forward adaptations in the UDA conditions (Fig. 3B). On average, these two types of separately induced adaptations were similar and resulted in a mean change of saccade amplitude of approximately 12%. Indeed, the two-way ANOVA applied to the absolute difference of mean saccade amplitude between the post- and the pretest revealed no significant difference between the two adaptation
directions (P = 0.2) or between the two vertical eye positions (up or down; P = 0.4), with no significant interaction (P = 0.3).

In conclusion, backward and forward adaptations interacted when they were performed simultaneously in a single session. For a better understanding of this interaction, we next examined the time course of adaptation.

**Time Course of Adaptation**

In the analyses presented so far, we investigated the saccade adaptation level based on the amplitude changes between pre- and posttest sessions. In this last section, we report on the changes of saccades recorded during the adaptation session, allowing us to quantify the rate of adaptation. Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between saccade amplitude and trial number for BDA in subject F. In this subject, we observed a moderate but statistically significant saccade amplitude change for the forward down-looking trials and a larger change in saccade amplitude for the backward up-looking trials. The group analysis (see Fig. 5) indicates that the sign of the linear regression slopes was always consistent with the direction of adaptation with a single exception in subject B for the UDBA condition. Furthermore, the slope differed significantly from 0 in 29 of the 32 relationships. In five subjects, all four relationships differed significantly from 0 (the identification letter of the three remaining subjects is shown in parentheses in Fig. 5).

As indicated in the Methods section, we submitted the absolute slope values in these five subjects to an ANOVA with adaptation condition (BDA versus UDA) and adaptation direction (backward versus forward) as factors. No significant difference between the two adaptation conditions (P = 0.5) or between the adaptation directions (P = 0.2) was found, but a significant interaction emerged (P < 0.05). Post hoc tests showed that for the forward adaptation condition, the slope was smaller in the BDA condition (0.82 ± 0.28 deg/100 trials) than in the UDA condition (1.48 ± 0.35 deg/100 trials; P < 0.05; Fig. 5D). In contrast, for the backward adaptation condition, no such significant difference was found (P > 0.1; Fig. 5C). Post hoc tests also revealed that in the UDA conditions, forward adaptation was significantly faster than backward adaptation (mean slope: 0.76 ± 0.38 deg/100 trials; P < 0.05, Fig. 5B), whereas, when evoked simultaneously (BDA condition), backward and for-
ward adaptations were equivalent in speed ($P = 0.1$, Fig. 5A). The vertical eye position included as a between-subject factor in the analysis of variance again had no significant effect ($P = 0.6$). In conclusion, forward adaptation was faster than backward adaptation, except when they were induced together in an interleaved fashion. In the latter case, the two opposite types of adaptation interacted with each other to the detriment of the forward adaptation. This occurred irrespective of initial orbital eye position.

**DISCUSSION**

**Vector and Eye Position Specificity of Saccadic Adaptation**

Our purpose was to investigate whether saccadic adaptation depends only on eye displacement vector (hypothesis 1) as had been commonly implied in numerous previous studies or depends also on eye position (hypothesis 2). According to hypothesis 1, the BDA protocol would yield a strong conflict between the two opposite error signals (backward and forward). Thus, it would not be possible to induce two BDAs simultaneously (at best, one of the two adaptations would take place; at worse, none). On the contrary, if according to hypothesis 2 saccadic adaptation depends also on eye position, then the two opposite error signals would not come in conflict, so that opposite saccade amplitude changes can be obtained selectively as a function of eye position.

Our results are compatible with the predictions of hypothesis 2, indicating that saccadic adaptation is eye-position specific. Indeed, there was a significant difference between the two simultaneous modifications of saccade amplitude according to vertical eye position, suggesting that, on average, subjects were able to switch from one type of adaptation to another when varying vertical eye position. Our study brings the additional and important information that this switch operates on the short-term (i.e., every time vertical eye position changed between successive trials), because the two vertical position-dependent BDAs were interleaved on a trial-by-trial basis. In contrast, previous studies indicated that saccadic adaptation is vector-specific—that is, it is linked to the direction and amplitude of the trained saccade and not to its initial or final orbital eye position. This is compatible with our study, because, in the UDA conditions, we observed a complete transfer of adaptation to nontrained saccades of the same vector as the trained saccades, but initiated from vertical eye positions intermediate between those of the two trained saccades (results not shown).

Thus, eye position appeared either essential (eye-position-specificity hypothesis) or irrelevant (vector-specificity hypothesis). In fact, we were facing two different phenomena. In the vector-specific situation, a given saccade initiated from a particular eye position undergoes a particular type of adaptation (either backward or forward) and transfer tests evaluate to what extent the effect of that training is retained for other initial conditions (e.g., vertical eye position). In the eye-position-specific situation, two different adaptations are simultaneously called for, revealing that adaptive training can differentially affect the amplitude of saccades associated with different vertical eye positions. These two sets of data are compatible with hypothesis 2, and we conclude: (1) that saccadic adaptation is specific to trained eye displacement and transfers to other eye positions when there is no competing training; and (2) that eye position is taken into account by the adaptive mechanisms when competing trainings are involved, each one being differentially associated with one eye position. Thus, as will be discussed below, both eye position and eye displacement signals are used by the saccade adaptive mechanisms.

**Limits of Eye-Position Specificity**

To determine to what extent saccadic adaptation is specific to eye position, we tested whether backward and forward adaptations in the BDA condition were as effective as in the UDA conditions (control adaptations). Our results indicate that for forward saccadic adaptation the dependence on eye position is not complete. Indeed, forward adaptation was weakened when paired with backward adaptation, compared with when it was induced alone in the control session (saccade amplitude changes: 23% vs. 65%, respectively). This result illustrates the effect of a conflict with backward adaptation. This conflict appears to be partial and asymmetrical, because the backward adaptation was as efficient as when induced alone in the control session (saccade amplitude changes: 48% vs. 52%, respectively). Thus, the results concerning backward adaptation are fully compatible with hypothesis 2. An asymmetrical conflict is also consistent with the differences found in the rate of adaptation. Indeed, forward adaptation was significantly slackened when backward adaptation was performed simultaneously. This was especially noticeable, because when performed separately in the control conditions, forward adaptation was faster than backward adaptation. [Note that this last observation contrasts with previous studies showing that backward adaptation is faster and more robust than forward adaptation.]

One possible explanation is that in our study, in which the BDA condition was always performed first, subjects may have adopted during this initial conflicting situation a strategy that favored saccade amplitude increases in the forward adaptation. This explanation, however, requires a significant retention of adaptation between the intervening period (several days), which however is not consistent with the data available so far and with our unpublished observations in two human subjects. Furthermore, an influence of the order of the sessions (BDA followed by UDA) can be rejected, because the baseline measures (pretest) in the UDA conditions are identical with those of BDA conditions (see the Results section). As a general note about the analysis of adaptation time course, we add that it must be subjected to much caution because of the well-known intersubject and intrasubject variability. This variability expresses itself both in the shape of the relationship between saccade amplitude and number of trials (see the Methods section) and in the rate of adaptation, whether derived from the time-constant of exponential fitting or from the slope of linear fitting.] The asymmetrical conflict in favor of the backward adaptation suggests that forward adaptation shows less eye-position specificity. This is consistent with the previously proposed hypothesis that these two opposite types of adaptation may involve different mechanisms.

**Comparison with Other Studies**

Shelhamer and Clendaniel have recently investigated the effect of vertical eye position on horizontal saccadic adaptation, and their conclusions are somewhat consistent with ours. However, their paper does not provide information about the strength of BDA. Moreover, contrary to us, they did not observe any significant saccade amplitude increase with forward adaptation, but instead a slight decrease. This result could be interpreted as a complete absence of forward adaptation, corresponding to the predictions of hypothesis 1, according to which saccadic adaptation is independent of eye position. This alternative interpretation is not readily dismissed by their control experiment. Indeed, unlike in our study, their control
experiment involved only one of their four subjects, and they did not compare directly the efficacy with which the bidirectional adaptations develop when induced either simultaneously in a single session or independently in separate baseline conditions. A possible explanation of this difference between the two studies is that the investigators tested the two opposite types of adaptation at vertical eye positions closer to each other (elevation of $10^\circ$ and $-10^\circ$) than in our study, thus leading to a stronger conflict between the two opposite error signals. Another group\textsuperscript{14} has suggested that two different selective adaptations can be induced when the spatial separation between the trained saccades is only $10^\circ$, but their short report does not indicate the efficacy of such dual adaptations. Furthermore, both studies\textsuperscript{9,15} involved at least 600 trials compared with only 240 in the present study. Therefore, there might be a tradeoff between the number of adaptation trials and the spatial (eye position) selectivity of saccadic adaptation.

Another difference between our study and the two previous ones is that we alternated randomly across successive trials the forward and backward adaptation double-step stimuli whereas in the previous studies the stimuli were presented in blocks of 20 (or 60) forward or backward trials. Thus, our study directly demonstrates that eye position interacts with saccadic adaptation over the short-term, a situation closer to that experienced in everyday life. Because vertical eye position alternated randomly during the training as well as in the test phases, our results also indicate that eye position information is necessary both during the acquisition of adaptation and the retention of the modified behavior resulting from adaptation.

Other studies have indicated that different factors can serve as context cues for saccadic adaptation, like the target distance in depth\textsuperscript{15} and the head (roll or tilt) position.\textsuperscript{16} But here again, the efficacy of BDAs has never been evaluated in comparison to control situations in which each adaptation direction is tested separately (UDA condition). Another type of factor that can be used as context cue is the mode of saccade triggering. Indeed, all three prior studies\textsuperscript{11,17,18} that addressed the specificity of adaptation relative to that property conclude that adaptation of volitional saccades does not transfer to reflexive saccades, and vice versa. Not all factors, however, are effective as context cues. Multiple adaptive states could not be induced with cues like target color or presence or absence of background.\textsuperscript{19} One reason that these factors are not effective as context cues may be that they are not relevant for saccadic adaptation. Eye position, in contrast, is very relevant when the oculomotor system needs to adjust saccade amplitude as a result of a deficit such as in extraocular muscle weakness.\textsuperscript{20} Note that vertical eye position specificity has also been observed in the adaptation of the vestibulo-ocular reflex\textsuperscript{21} and of the smooth-pursuit eye movement\textsuperscript{22} or also for phoria adaptation.\textsuperscript{23}

Concerning now the neurophysiological substrate of saccadic adaptation, much is still unknown. It is well established, however, from studies using experimental lesions in monkey\textsuperscript{24–27} and cerebral functional imaging in humans\textsuperscript{28,29} that the cerebellum, notably the vermis and the fastigial nuclei, is involved in saccadic adaptation. In addition, these cerebellar areas receive afferent input from extraocular muscles and ocular motor commands from the brain stem (see Ref. 30 for references) which could provide both eye position and eye displacement signals necessary for saccadic adaptation. Therefore, the cerebellum is well situated to change adaptively saccade amplitude in an eye position dependent manner. Consistent with this hypothesis, previous studies of cerebellar lesions and inactivation\textsuperscript{25,26,51} indicated that saccadic dysmetria depends on orbital eye position, suggesting that the eye position signal is used by the cerebellum to control saccade size online. Besides, in a different sensorimotor domain, a role of the cerebellum in context-specific prism-induced adaptation of visuomotor pointing has recently been evidenced in the monkey.\textsuperscript{33} Further studies are required before this postulated role of the cerebellum can be extrapolated from monkey to humans, and from the limb sensorimotor system to the eye saccadic system.
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